Game's Name
Is Beat Heat

There isn't much you can do to avoid the beat.

Most students have found that doing "as little as possible" is the best way to beat the Southern Illinois weather.

Others are spending a lot of time at the beach or even spending extra hours at the library.

One student is even doing research for a class before it is due.

Strangely enough, the air-conditioned University Center isn't being used much more than usual. Earl Morgan, assistant director of the building, said usage has increased much. There are still about the same number of students playing pool or bowling and the lounges and cafeteria have attracted the same crowds as usual.

Morgan attributed the lack of an increase in use to the fact that "students have formed habits and they generally keep to a regular schedule, so they still spend about the same amount of time in the building."

A spokesman for the library, C. A. Toderman, said the library is not air-conditioned but has some air-conditioning in the number of students using the library at night. He put this down to the fact that some students live in non-air-conditioned dormitories.

Students have noted that University officials and faculty members in offices that are not air-conditioned have a tendency to attend a great many meetings (in air-conditioning maybe?).

They are told, "he'll be right back!"

Some students think it's even to hot to get to the beach. They get their tan in the back yard—where they can run in to air-conditioning if the sun gets too hot.

Effects of Airline Strike Vary Here

The strike that has grounded 60 per cent of the nation's air travel has had little effect on SIU—yet. It has meant booming business, however, for local railway and bus agencies. G. O. Toderman, SIU purchasing agent, said the strike has had a beneficial effect on the arrivals of materials purchased.

"We receive most of our purchases by rail or truck so we haven't felt the strike materially yet. About the only time we would use air transport would be if we wanted immediate shipment. I doubt if it will hurt us at all even if it does continue," he said.

The strike also hasn't seriously hampered the travel of visitors to campus, according to Raymond H. Huy, director of the Extension Division.

"There have been no travel difficulties coming to my attention, but some may exist. Most of our conferences and meetings now apply mostly to local people. Our first national meeting will be that of the National Hampshire Association and that isn't until Aug. 3. It may have been fatal if we had had some national conferences meeting at this time," he added.

Gus Bode

Gus Bode says now that he is an unclassified sophomore he thinks he will make Ph.D. in another 25 years and won't have to work anymore.
A Little Gives Right Flavor

Freckle Invades Fashion World; Fad Is Youth-Worshiping Kick

By Pam Gleason

"Freckles" is a book, "Freckles and His Friends" is a comic strip, and most recently a freckle is high fashion.

In Paris, that mecca of the fashion world, the girls without freckles are painting them on.

The freckle fever is reported to be spreading like the pox and will soon infect fashion-conscious ladies in this country.

As usual, the cosmetics industry is ready for the invasion. One company plans to make freckles a part of its outdoor Western look for the fall.

This same firm is plotting to put unnatural freckles on faces. "The next step after putting on natural-colored freckles will be matching them to the color of a dress... For example, purple freckles with a purple dress," its representative predicted.

Freckles are already big in Hollywood, and some New "FRECKLED---Actress Rosemary Forsythe proudly displays her freckles which are considered "fashionable" by the Paris set. Some women even are painting them on."

York modeling agencies report an increasing demand for models with spots on their noses.

One make-up expert, Eddy Szent, does not approve of freckles for just any woman. "Freckles are part of the glow of youth and should not be hidden by the young," he says. "But it is wishful thinking for a mature woman to believe that freckles can do anything to improve her. The freckle fad is a part of this whole silly youth-worshiping kick."

Szent's advice for older women to stay away from freckles has discouraged such well-known beauties as Samantha Eggar, Julie Christie, Doris Day, Joan Crawford and Katherine Hepburn.

Local freckle sufferers (or experts, depending on popular opinion) have lots of moral support, from their colleagues. Maybe it's a good thing now that warm weather has induced boys to bare their faces to the sun.

One young man pointed out that while he likes freckles, he looks at the rest of the girl too. This may indicate that freckles are not a fashionable cure-all.

And, not to be outdone, girls like freckles, too. "I like men with freckles," said one co-ed.

Another realized that several boys she had dated have freckles, the only thing they all had in common.

Other students stressed that they liked only a few freckles, indicating that perhaps freckles are like spices in a stew—a little gives just the right flavor, but too many (or much) and you have to start all over.

Botany Seminar Set

James N. Cummings, a botany teacher at University School, will conduct a botany seminar at 8:30 a.m. Wednesday in Room 101 of Lawson Hall.
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Activities

Recital, Film
Set Today

Today

The Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will meet at 11:30 a.m. in Room C of the University Center.

Intramural Softball game will begin at 4 p.m. on the University School field.

The Fred Warring Workshop picnic will begin at 4:30 p.m. at the Lake area 5 on the Lake-on-the-Campus.

There will be a faculty music recital at 8 p.m. in Davis Auditorium of the Wham Education Building.

The Little Egypt Student Grotto will meet at 9 p.m. in Room C of the University Center.

The Wednesday Night Movie will feature "Pony Express" at 9 p.m. in McAndrew Stadium.

Modern Art Show
To Be Presented

The painters and their works that are the foundation of modern art will be featured on "Art in Our Times - The Beginnings" at 9:30 p.m. today on WSIU-TV.

Other programs:

4:30 p.m.
What's New; "A Day in June" - the June 24 parade and pageant in Montreal, Que.

5 p.m.
Chimney Corner: Stories for Children.

6 p.m.
The Great Society: Local Issues.

7:30 p.m.
What's New; A look at the savage world of the marshlands.

8 p.m.
Passport 8, Kingdom of the Sea.

Pennington in South

Campbell Pennington, SIU professor of geography, is spending part of the summer on the staff of a geography teachers institute at Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge. The institute is supported by a grant from the National Defense Education Act.

WSIU Radio Will Feature
Dramatic Tragedy Discussion

"The Nature of Tragedy: the Book of Job." will be discussed on a program entitled "The Tragic Hero" at 7:30 p.m. today on WSIU Radio.

Sidney S. Lamb, associate professor of English at Sir George Williams University, Montreal, conducts the program, one in a series dealing with the nature of tragedy in drama from the literature of ancient Greece to the present time.

Other programs:

9:00 a.m.
Books in the News: Robert Oram, circulation librarian at the University of Illinois, discusses current books.

10 a.m.
Pop Concert: Light classical and semiclassical music.

12:30 p.m.
News Report.

2 p.m.

2:30 p.m.
Masterworks From France: A musical anthology from the French Republic.
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From Maine to Missouri!

Summer at the Lake!


Fuel Taxes Distributed

Jackson County received $13,679 as its share of the $3,552,279 motor fuel tax paid into the state treasury during June.
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ANNOUNCING
The Cackle Is Back!

Be the first in your crowd to get one! But, be sure to get 'em while they last.
Hirohito: Japan’s Reluctant Emperor

By E. W. Scripps

Scripps selected disquisitions "Of an Old Crane's Nest"..."}

"He made a fortune in the newspaper business while the real go-getters were working in oil, railroads or steel. He counseled the readers and insulted the advertisers. He conducted the management of the empire as if he were a president of a corporation. And he enjoyed it."

He made a fortune in the newspaper business while the real go-getters were working in oil, railroads or steel. He counseled the readers and insulted the advertisers. He conducted the management of the empire as if he were a president of a corporation. And he enjoyed it.

E. W. Scripps

Selected Disquisitions

Of an 'Old Crane'
City of Many Faces, Sights

Each Street A Different Village
For Tourists in Irish Dublin

By Tim Ayers
(Special to the Egyptian)

DUBLIN, Ireland—Dublin is a bustling, cosmopolitan city, and it has been such for a good number of its 2,500 years. It is also a city of many faces.

Walking down O'Connell Street from the River Liffey to the General Post Office during rush hour, the visitor can meet several thousand of these faces.

There is the tourist standing in front of a shop window, slowly calculating how much that genuine Irish ash tray will cost when the pounds and shillings are changed to dollars and cents.

Or the visitor can drop into one of the snack shops across the street from Daniel O'Connell's statue and watch young Dubliners.

Mini-skirts, bell-bottom slacks, high-topped boots and cropped hair for the girls; shoulder length hair, high-heel boots, flowered print shirts and turtle neck sweaters for the boys.

Music is supplied by the Beatles, America's Ike and Tina Turner, France's Francine Hardy or Ireland's Dickie Rock.

Another common Dubliner is the priest or nun. Notable, not by the behavior, but rather by their number.

In this country, known for its respect for the clergy, the black-robed nun and priests must dodge the errant traffic like everyone else. And if they don't they are just as liable to be struck by an omnibus or trampled by a horse. Or, for that manner, run down by a helmeted nun on a Vespa.

That's O'Connell Street, Dublin, which is an intimate part of Irish life. But only one part. A block or two from O'Connell Street the tourist's step and another Dublin begins.

One man describes each Dublin street as an Irish village in itself. On the streets are fruit and vegetable vendors selling their wares. Everyone knows their neighboring's names and probably their business.

If you dig deep enough you may even hear a conversation in Ben Lang (Dublin slang).

"I was down at the battle cruiser having a roast joint when I looked in my davy locker and found I didn't have any dean's grate, not even a barley Dillon.

"It was terrible pity cause I needed to go to the daily mixtures, I even considered going to the tin of braun and getting a royal liner for my tin of fruit.

"Instead I went to my car and mouse in the jam jar, said hello to the one and other and the skin and blisters kissed the trouble and strife, then went up to the Uncle Ned, hit the Weeping Willow and had myself some Bo Peep."

A rough translation might be:

"I was down at the boozers (pub) having a pint when I looked in my pocket and found I didn't have any change, not even a shilling.

"It was too bad 'cause I wanted to go to the moving pictures. I even considered going to the pawn shop and getting a fiver, (15 pounds) for my suit."

Reds Demand 'Even Steven'
Swap of Library Material

(Continued from Page 1)

chased material generally exceeds that of exchange material," he said.

There have been no requests from Asian countries because, Randall feels, they are primarily interested in textbooks.

Exchange materials are, of course, published in the native language, be it Russian, Spanish or English.

One of the problems faced by SIU's small exchange program is that most large universities run off extra copies of what they publish for exchange purposes. But, Morris Library has to pay for everything that it sends out.

Another handicap is that there are few series published at SIU which have a set number of issues each year. Foreign libraries prefer to know how many issues they can expect. Series in the sciences, humanities and social sciences are the most sought.

"We don't have a fulltime exchange librarian," Randall said, but the library's Latin American specialist, Hensley Woodbridge, handles much of this work.

The mailing list, available through Elma Ballou, includes approximately 60 libraries with fewer than 20 of them in foreign nations.

American libraries with whom SIU trades are at the Argentina Universidad in Cordoba, the Universidad do Parana, Brazil, and universities in Costa Rica, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Venezuela and Mexico.

Other libraries are at the University of Queensland in Australia, and schools in Quebec, Canada, the Philippines, Warsaw, Poland, Malaya, Singapore, Sydney, Auckland, New Zealand; RUSSIA AND O'Ford, England.

Oxford is one of the places from which the library occasionally receives books in return. This is rare, however, also on the mailing list is the United States Library of Congress.

Materials sent include "Sociological Quarterly," "Papers on Language and Literature," "Graham's Almanac," and various bulletins and pamphlets on agriculture, area research, public administration and business.

DUBLIN LOOKED LIKE THIS WHEN THE IRISH REBELLION GOT HOT
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for you... from the fashion leader of Southern Illinois
Luci-Pat Marriage License
Hasn't Been Applied for Yet

WASHINGTON (AP) - It's still early, but some folks at the local marriage license bureau are wondering when Luci Johnson and Patrick J. Nugent are going to apply for a marriage license.

"We're wondering when he's coming—or who's coming," one clerk at the District of Columbia license bureau said Tuesday.

Luci, 19, and Nugent, 23, of Waukegan, Ill., are to be married Aug. 6. But Nugent reports this Saturday for two weeks of active training with his Air National Guard unit at Savannah Ga.

District of Columbia laws require no blood test but require application for a license five days ahead of the wedding.

For example, they say Nugent could apply on Aug. 1 and get his license on Aug. 5, a day before the wedding. The regulations, however, permit a third party to apply for the license.

The last time a president's daughter was married in the White House, I. H. " Ike" Hoover, the head usher of the White House, picked up the marriage license. That was for Frances Sayre and Jessie Wilson, daughter of President Woodrow Wilson, when they were married in 1913.

But Rep. Nicholas Longworth picked up the marriage license himself when he wed Alice Roosevelt, daughter of President Theodore Roosevelt, in 1906.

President Foresees Deficit Cut

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Johnson predicted Tuesday that the federal budget deficit for fiscal year 1969—which ended June 30—will be "less than half" of what was expected last January.

This was a more precise estimate than the President made at a news conference in Texas last week when he said the figures would be far below the $6.4 billion forecast in January.

He made the prediction in a talk to 3,000 military and civilian personnel at the Pentagon in which he cited the Defense Department as an example for other government agencies in cost cutting and administrative practices.

Johnson said the reduction in the deficit estimates came about in large part because of "dogged, determined efforts of Pentagon officials."

The President said for the third year in a row—had driven across the Potomac River to the Pentagon to help honor military and civilian personnel receiving awards for money-saving ideas.

Citing Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara's announcement that the department achieved savings of $4.5 billion in the last fiscal year, Johnson said that was not the full measure of the achievement.

"It's significant of all," Johnson said, "is that, with your help, we accomplished our great task in Southeast Asia without imposing wartime controls on our economy's wages, prices and non-military production.

Air Conditioning

Is for the Hogs

ADDIEVILLE, Ill. (AP) - Three weeks of operating 90 and 100-degree heat sent Alfred Harre scurrying in search of an air conditioner.

He finally found one and Tuesday he installed it—on a hog shoot.

"They need it worse than we do," said Harre, who raises hogs on his farm near Addieville.

Several swine which are expected to fatten soon are enjoying the new air conditioner and the comfort of the pen and more will be added, Harre said.

"I hope to keep them cool, calm and contented so they won't swine their litters," he added.

"The way the corn and beans look after all this heat, these hogs are my bread and butter now," Harre said.

Rentals

- Refrigerators
- TV's
- Ranges
- Washers

CONRAD OPTICAL

Across from the Varsity Theater, Dr. C. E. Kendrick, ophthalmologist. corner Fifth and Monroe, Herrin. Dr. C. Conrad, optometrist.

CONRAD OPTICAL

721 S. ILLINOIS 7-6656


GRIEVES FOR SON—Spec. 6 Gerald L. Smith weeps for his slain son as pallbearers hold a flag taut over the coffin of Pfc. Danny Smith, 22, of Alamosa, N.M., during graveside services at Ft. Bliss National Cemetery. The lad, who had served in the Air Force for more than 16 years of service, accompanied his son's body from Viet Nam, where they were both serving.

Viet Cong Are Worried

Fliers Report 'Lucid Day,' Outmaneuver Missiles, D.I.G.

SAICON, South Viet Nam (AP)—The Communists launched nine missiles and two MIG-21 fighters Monday in an effort to curb intensified U.S. air attacks on North Viet Nam, but a spokesman announced Air Force pilots had outmaneuvered all to press raids on millile, radar, fuel sites and other targets.

Navy fliers were officially credited with "a lucid day." They wrote off 59 barges and cargo junks as destroyed, but the total results of missile and fuel site strikes were not given.

In all, the Americans flew 161 missions, only a dozen short of the record 113 last Wednesday. Presumably well over 100 planes were involved.

Mounting aircraft losses, however, accompanied the increasing damage to North Viet Nam, a war machine and transport facilities.

The U.S. command announced the destruction of two fighter-bombers by Communist ground fire, boosting to 290 the total number of planes lost. Two MiGs were also lost north of the border Feb. 7, 1963.

One was an Air Force F101 Thunderchief, shot down Monday in Binh Tsu, and a second a Navy F4 Crusader from the carrier Oriskany lost Tuesday 40 miles northeast of Haiphong. The Crusader pilot was rescued. The Thunderchief pilot is listed as missing.

Ground action in the South subsided after a sweep Monday by 1,000 Vietnamese Rangers and militiamen had cleared Viet Cong from swamps near a major oil depot 10 miles southwest of Saigon.

Th Vietnamese said they had killed at least 40, while their own casualties were light. A U.S. military spokesman described the situation concerning American troops as "very quiet in the last 24-hour period."

Gen. William C. Westmoreland, commander of U.S. forces in Viet Nam, toured the northern part of the country and told newsmen in Hue the situation looks "real good." He said a new spurt induced the Vietnamese 1st Division, whose loyalties fluctuated during the Buddhist-led spring agitation against the government.

U.S. Navy Secretary Paul H. Nitze told a news conference in Da Nang that "the Fleet was capable of blockading North Vietnamese ports if a blockade should be ordered."

Of supply problems he said, "We have not had all the modern types of air-to-ground ordnance" for Navy planes, but it is mainly a matter of distribution, and "we are over the hump on this." He declined to say just what bombs or rockets are in short supply.

Viet Cong leaders were reportedly showing increasing concern about the government's "open arms" program to lure Communist figh ters to defect. A total of 10,171 have defected so far this year, about twice the number deserting in the same period of 1965.

Intercepted directives ordered guerrilla commanders to "take firm control of your troops" and try to cut down the effort against the government propaganda efforts by destroying Saigon leaflets immediately and beating that Saigon plans to drown out airborne loudspeakers.

Cheating Scandal at Ohio State: 10 Expelled, 29 Disciplined

COLUMBUS Ohio (AP)—Ten students were expelled, and disciplinary action was taken against 29 others Tuesday in what Ohio State University called "the worst exam cheating scandal!" In the university's 96-year history, Executive Dean John T. Bonner said the students had obtained a freshman final mathematics exam by bribing a janitor to unlock a cabinet two nights before the test was given. Faculty members were tipped off, and the hoax never worked.

The dean said the incident had been connected "arresting" to the mathematics department. It was a one-shot proposition."

Ohio State has a total enrollment of about 45,000 students.

Names of the 39 students were not disclosed in keeping with university policy, Bonner said. The janitor whose name was not disclosed said he had promised to unlock the cabinet only to help.

3 Men Eligible For Postmaster In Carbondale

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Civil Service Commission announced Monday that Hubert L. Go­ forth, Walter E. Sullivan and Royal L. Dilling are eligible for the Carbondale, Ill., postmastership.

One of them may be nominated by President Johnson subject to Senate confirmation. Sullivan now is acting postmaster.

There were eight applicants for the $8,961-a-year job.

Airline Strike Talks Making Headway

WASHINGTON (AP)—Union and airline representatives reached a tentative agreement of a strike grounding planes of five major airliners apparently made some headway Tuesday for the first time since the 20-hour strike began Friday.

"There was an extremely useful exchange of information between the labor and the airlines regarding cost figures," said Asst. Secretary of Labor James J. Reynolds after the conference, which lasted until 2:30 p.m. (EDT).
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ST. LOUIS (AP) - Maury Will's line single into right field in the 10th inning scored Tim McCarver from second base, giving the National League a 2-1 victory over the American League in the All-Star Game in front of the 49,926 fans in the team's 100-plus degree weather at Busch Memorial Stadium.

The Los Angeles Dodgers shortstop who hit the game-winner in the ninth inning hit the ball for the second straight year.

The victory was the fourth straight for the Nationals, who now hold a 19-17-1 edge over the AL in the series. The AL won the opening game and the last five.
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